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Eriez® Flotation Appoints New Manager for its StackCell® High Capacity Flotation Technology
Line
Delta, BC— Eriez® Flotation Managing Director Eric Wasmund announces the appointment of
Asa Weber to the position of Global StackCell® Product Manager. In this role, Weber will
oversee all sales, business development, marketing and technology development related to
the company’s StackCell flotation business.
Weber has held leadership positions at several high profile companies in the minerals sector
over the course of his more than three-decades-long career. His professional focus has mainly
centered on mechanical and column flotation equipment. Weber’s vast expertise includes
flotation equipment design, flotation circuit configuration and equipment optimization.
Weber earned both a bachelor’s and master’s degree in mining and minerals engineering from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University (Virginia Tech). He has distinguished himself in the field through numerous professional
presentations, technical papers and articles. Weber is currently an active member of the Society for Mining,
Metallurgy and Exploration (SME) and the Canadian Institute of Mining (CIM).
Eriez Flotation’s patented StackCell is an alternative to conventional mechanical and column flotation machines that
offers up to five times the flotation rate of conventional machines. This technology makes use of a two-stage flotation
system, which includes a pre-aerated, high-shear feed canister that provides efficient bubble-particle contacting,
thereby substantially shortening the residence time required for all mineral flotation applications. Other advantages of
the process include low air pressure requirements, low capital and installation costs as well as increased flexibility in
plant retrofit applications.
About Eriez Flotation
Eriez Flotation is a world leader in advanced flotation technology and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Eriez
Manufacturing Co. Eriez Flotation (EF) provides advanced testing and engineering services, sparging and column
flotation equipment, and game-changing innovations in process technology such as HydroFloat® and StackCell® for
the mining and mineral processing industries. For more information, visit www.eriezflotation.com or call (604) 9522300. We can also be contacted at efdca@eriez.com.
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